Below is a list of books, just chosen from a bibliography of good books that I keep on my computer. I picked 18 books just browsing through starting at A until I got up to 18.

Pick the book that corresponds to your number on the list below.

Go to the library and find the book on the shelves. If that book is not there, use its call number to locate where it should be and pick the next book that is there.

Also grab the book to the left and to the right. Check out all 3 books and bring them to class with your assignment.

Answer the following questions:

What was the call number of your book? ________________________________

What did the books seem to be about that were on the same shelf, and therefore with similar call numbers? Leaf through a few of the books and describe what is the topic of them all, in general.

Go up two shelves. What is the call number? What are the books about?

Turn around and look at the shelf opposite. If there is no shelf opposite, go on shelf in the other direction and describe those. What call number is it and what are the books about?

Class list and numbers:
1. Bish Justin G.  7. Goldberg Emily  13. Reed Mallory
List of good political science books to get in the library.  Prof. Baumgartner.